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This book is dedicated to all those who were willing to
become “Flatlanders,” who enriched us with their
sharing and who encouraged me to write this book.
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Introduction

The view from the stone circle

A

ngus lent back comfortably against the warm stone. “You know,
here’s something really weird about this place. Once when I was
up here, it started pouring with rain, but as soon as I got outside the
stone circle it was quite dry. And that ley line across the field—why
doesn’t the snow settle there and why do the sheep line up around it
the way they do?”
Melissa nodded. “I’ve heard that horses and dogs won’t come near
here, unless you force them to.”
But Richard, as usual, was skeptical: “Come off it. It’s just a set of
markers put up around an old plague pit, or maybe even just a bunch
of rocks on the side of a hill.”
“It’s got to be more than just rocks,” said Ruth. “There is a pattern to
the way they’re arranged. If you look carefully, you can even see what
might be some sort of avenue of stones leading to that spring down
there. Probably this was some sort of shrine, where they carried out sacrifices—maybe even human ones! I am so glad that science has disproved everything to do with religion, so we can come up here without
risking having our throats cut!”
“So what you’re saying is that ‘it’s just rocks that humans messed with,’”
protested Melissa.“But then why do Angus and I feel strange things here?
Science doesn’t have all the explanations—it can’t explain how my Ouija
board and Tarot cards work, but they really help me make decisions.”
“Like when to put in another nose ring or change your hair color
again,” teased Angus.
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“Not fair,” interrupted Richard. “She means more than that. And
there are weird things that happen. Watch this.” He hauled out a length
of wire that he had twisted into an L-shape. “Watch.” He walked slowly
across the stone circle, holding the angle of the L loosely in his hands.
The ends of the wire dipped as he approached the center.
“You moved your hands,” said Angus.
“No, I didn’t. Try it yourself. “
“OK.” Angus took the rod carefully in his hand, holding it the same
way Richard had done, and set off across the circle. Suddenly the wire
twisted down.
“Oh, please let me try,” cried Melissa. She too felt the wires turn in her
hand as she approached the center, and returned glowing to the group
sitting in the shade of one of the stones. “It works,” she said. “You saw
it. That’s an ancient power, more than science.”
“Not necessarily,” said Richard, folding up the rod and returning it to
his pocket. “Science is also ‘an ancient power,’ if you think about it, and
scientists can measure what we felt there. I’ve heard that at the Rollright
Stones near Oxford they did find differences in the electromagnetic
potential at some places in the circle—though they don’t know why yet.
And some biologists say that stags use their antlers like divining rods to
detect water. I don’t know the details of how it works, but I think science
will be able to explain it one day.”
“It’s interesting,” said Angus. “Mel and I are interested in all this
ancient powers and magic stuff, and you and Ruth think that science
debunks it all. We keep having discussions like this, but we never really
settle anything. I wish we could argue these things through properly,
not just touching on bits and pieces like we do now.”
“I’ve heard there is a guy called Eric who sometimes leads a few seminars on the sort of stuff we have been talking about today. Covers
everything from multiple-dimensions to Mel’s ‘feelings,’ the paranormal, superstrings, relativity. I’ll see if I can find out anything about it,
and whether it’s worth our doing together.”

.....
And that was how our group began.
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5

Our first meeting was a brainstorming session. The students were
suspicious of me, because of the large collection of books on religion (as
well as science) in my study. They wanted a say in laying out the ground
rules for our seminar.
“We do not want to talk about religion,” Richard emphasized. “You
know where you are with science. You can touch, see, measure, visualize, test, deal with facts, repeat experiments, and readily prove ideas.
With religious beliefs you can never be certain.”
“Yes,” Ruth agreed, but Melissa and Angus seemed a little more hesitant. They weren’t into religion, they explained, but they were interested in the spiritual dimension. How did that fit in with Richard’s view
of science?
I agreed with them that “religion” was a word to be avoided, but I
suggested that one of the issues we consider was whether there might be
more to science than Richard thought. After all, I pointed out, his view
of science was rather dated, rooted in the nineteenth century, and he
might want to update his thinking too.
Plus, I added, Richard’s acceptance of science was also to some extent
a statement of faith. The mathematics involved in modern physics is so
amazingly complex that we have to take a lot of what scientists say on
trust. They might even find some of the science so weird that they might
have difficulty suspending their disbelief when discussing it. We’d probably need to consider whether we might see something similar in relation to the types of things we might call transcendent, things that go
beyond the merely physical.
As the brainstorming session continued, it also became clear that the
issues the students wanted to discuss were not purely intellectual ones.
They had personal worries about such things as life after death—was
there anything else? Did we just cease to exist? If we carried on in some
other life, what difference did it make to our lives now? What about the
feeling they sometimes had that some things were “meant to happen”—
how was that possible if everything just happened randomly?
Gradually, the group defined its focus as looking for an understanding of physical reality that would help them cope with the fact that their
experience of life involved more than just the physical. They wanted
their lives to be more than random examples of biological life arising by
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chance on an obscure planet, but they were inclined to think this was
wishful thinking—unless there was some reality to the spiritual dimension.
We duly set our course to try and find the beginnings of a working
theory of “everything.”
In what follows, I will not present our discussions as a dialogue with
particular voices. Instead, I will take the questions that emerged from
the group and use them to frame the account of what we learned as we
worked together. I brought to the discussion my background in various branches of science and my faith. They brought a questioning intelligence and a willingness to at least consider the possibility that there is
more to life than meets the eye.

